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On unsteady magnetic boundary layer theory
In the present paper, we wish to discuss the influence of a constant 
horizontal magnetic field upon the free convection hydroiUagnetic 
flow from a vertical infinite flat plate with variable suction velocity 
when the plate temperature varies with time about a non-zero constant 
moan. This problem has been analysed on the assumption that 
the fluid has a very small electric conductivity so that the perturba­
tion in the magnetic field due to the electric current flowing in the 
field may be neglected. The rate of heat transfer from the plate 
to the fluid has been shown to lead by certain phase angle which is 
45° for constant suction and decreases slowly as the unsteady part 
of the suction velocity mcroases.
1 B asic  E quations
Lot a^ -axis be along the plate vertically upwards and the ^-axis perpendicular 
to it The origin of the co-ordinate system is at the lowest point of the flat 
plate. An uniform magnetic field of strength IIq is applied perpendicular to the 
plate. Thus the equations which describe the unsteady hydromagnotio free 
convection flow of a viscous incompressible fluid past an infinite flat plate are :
dt dy dy*
d u  , ~ d u  a tm
(1 )
(2)
Avhero u is the velocity along the plate, v a non-zero variable suction velocity, 
such as i) =  v (1+eA oxp(ifi> )^), v a non-zero negative constant suction velocity, 
c is a very small parameter {eA ^ 1 ) ,  oi the frequency of osoillations,’ t the time' 
variable, T the temperature in the boundary layer, the temperature at a  
large distance from the plate, B^  (=  ^ Hq) the magnetic induction, <Ti the electrical 
conductivity of the fluid, p the density, v the coefficient of kinematic viscosity, 
pt> the magnetic permeability of the fluid, k the coefficient of thermal conduc­
tivity, g the acceleration duo to gravity, the coefficient of volume expansion. 
This problem has been diacussed by Pop (1969) when the suction velocity is 
constant and in this paper it has been extended for variable suction velocity.
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To reduce the basic equations into non-dimensional forms, we introduce 
as usual in such problems
u
“ - T n >
T -
“  f z - f .
<T -  /ifk,
V V
G== g § v { f w — T ^ )
i® . ’ i
cTj B o ^ v O iV
p V a ^  ‘I t o  —
(3)
where is the mean wall temperature, 0  the Grashof number; cr the Prandtl 
number and M  the hydromagnetic parameer.
Using equations to set (3) into (1) and (2), wo have
and
g  + ( l + s 4  exp (ie,J)) J f  =  -Q T + M u
The boundary conditions for u and T are :
y =  0 : u =  0, T — 1+e exp (ia>£) "j
y — oo : w =  0, T =  0.
2. S olu tio n  of E quation
(4)
(5)
(6)
In order to solve the equations (4) and (6), with the boundary aonditions of 
set (6), wo assume following series for u{y, t) and T{y, t) :
u{y, t) =  F^{y)+eF^{y)ex^ {itut), 
T(y, t) =  To(2/)+eTi(y)oxp {ioit).
(7)
(8)
The usual convection is that the real parts in above equations (7) and (8) as well 
in the suction velocity have physical meaning. Substituting the equations (7) 
and (8) into (4) and (5) and separating the terms independent of e exp (ia>£) and 
the coefficients of e exp (icjt), we have the following set of equations :
d y^ ^ ^ d y
, dT. . ^ dT^
dy *
(9)
(10)
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with the leduoed boundary conditions
2/ =  0 :  To =  Ti =  l; F  ^=  F^^0,-\
y =  co: T^  =  Ti =  0; Fq =  Fi =  0.J
Solving above equations, we have
T M  =  Qxpi-o-y),
^iiy) =  exp (~ o-% )+ ^ ^  (exp(-o-2/)-oxp(-£T% ), 
Foiy) =  (exp (-A y)-exp (-cr2/)),
. ( 11) 
.  ( 12)
. (13)
. (14) 
. (15)
. (16)
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F M  = —  [  o x p  ( _ ( 7 % ) _ e x p ( - ? 2 / ) ]
where
0-2^ “—cr/i—(Jf+ioi) ^
. A\0
—A—{M+i«i>) [oxp(-A y)-oxp (-«i/)l, ... (17)
... (18)
A =  K l+ (l+ 4 J f)t ],
I =  i[l+ (l+ 4 (J f+ io )))* ].
It has been assumed that the denominators of various terms for Fq and F^  are 
different from zero.
In above solutions, we have dropped one of the terms of solutions for 2/ -> oo,
Re 1 -  ( 1+ ”^ )  < 0
Re [l-(l+4io>H-4:af)*] <  0.
... (19)
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hold for £jj 0 and Jf >  0. Thus for the temperature and velocity distributions 
inside the magnetic boundary layers, we have
T{y, t) =  exp(—cry)-l-eexp(iwO [exp(— (oxp(—o'?/)—exp(—(7%))]
CO
. . .  (20)
jicrA
0  * 
s / ,0 = -  ^- ^ _ ^ ^ ( e x p ( - A y ) - e , p ( - . y ) ) + e e , p ( i m < )
X (exp(—0-%)—oxp(— 2^/))+  
X (oxp(—Zy)—oxp(—(ry))+
0(tA
<r^ —O’— \ ^^ (cr—1) 
AXG
" £^0 )
, (e x p (-A y )-e x p (-? 2/) j
... (2 1 )
A2-A-(Jlf+i£0)
The non-dimensional heat transfer from the wall to the fluid is
q =  - a  ( ^ )\ dy /y o^
=  G(t l+eexp(icoi)
The non-dimensional skin-friction at the wall is
) » -0 ""  ® L I
(22)
A®—A— (i-A ) } ]
(23)
3. Expansion for Large Erequenoy
fn such problems, it is essential for the frequency of osoillations to be large 
and BO for large frequency of oscillations (to avoid the effects of induced magnetic 
field), we have from equations of set (18) that
) '
I 0=1 (ito)l
when the magnetic field is fixed.
... (24)
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Thus
c» exp{—2/(ia>(T)*}+^^-[exp(—cr?/)—©xp(— 
%G
... (25)
[e x p ( -2/)(ia j)* )-ex p (-2/(io)o-)l)l((T—1)C0
AXO+ A 2_A -(Jlf+ iai)—  [0xp(—A2/ ) - e x p ( - 2/(i£D)*)] ... (26)
(Similarly the cxprcSBions q and Ty, can be reduced for large frequency of fluctua­
tions.
For further discussions, it is desirable to separate, 3’i. -Pi into real and imagi­
nary parts. Thus we have
Tj =  — [exp(—(T2//ir)cos(2/<Tfei)— exp(—<72/^r)sin(2/o'iti)
+ i[oxp(—(r2/Ar)8in(tr?/ i^)—-^ ^ ex p (—(72^ ^r)oos((ry^r)+ —  exp(—cri/)]o> Oi
and similarly for we can break into real and imaginary parts. Now
T , =  (Tir=»+Ti<2)*exp.(i0).
where
... (27)
... (28)
4. Discussion
It we put .4 =  0, we have the case discussed by Pop (1969) and the corres- ponding equations for F q, T q and T, are reduced to the equations obtaiued 
by Pop.
The variations of T-^ r Atid T i^ are tabulated and those have been utilized 
to show the variations of T-^  =  (Tir*+Tit®)* phase angle 0 with respect to A in figures 1, 2 and 3. In all figures, we have chosen <u =  60, tr =  .^ ,Fbr 
Z/ =  0, we have =  1 and 0 — 0® for all v$>lueB of 4^.
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Figure 1. Graph between |Ti| and A when y =
From figure 1, we see that |Ti| and A  are increasing together. The increment 
is uniform but slow when A  >  0-5.
Figure 2. Graph between I !Ti I and A when y —
In figure 2, the variations of |!Ti| with A  have been sltown when =  1/4, i.e- 
nearer to the boundary and in this case we see that as A increases the values of 
I Tj I decreases. Graph between | | and A is almost a straight line and thus
there is a linear relation between \Ti\ and A.
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In this case we see that the phase angle is positive and decreases as A  increases. 
l"]nis by increasing the fluctuations of unsteady part of suction velocity, wo can 
decrease the phase angle.
In the same manner, wo can draw more graphs for T by selecting certain values 
of <i>t, c, 2/j O' and A . The same process may be repeated for the velocity com­
ponents and u. Further equation (22) has been used and in this case, wo have
whore
qJG =  cr-|-(cre)6xp(ico0 | N  | exp(^ (tt)^ - -^^ )),
\N\
(29)
... (30)
Expressions of Nr and Nt after simplifications are
I (rAhiNr =  (
N, =  h ,+  ( i -A ,)
o>
... (31)
i^ nd hr, \  are real and imaginary parts of h as used in equation (18).
l^ r^om the expressions of Nr and N ,^ we see that | — 46° when A = 0 .  Hence 
for constant suction velocity, we see that the rate of heat transfer from the wall 
6
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to tho fluid loads by 45“ while for variable suction velocity, this i)hase angle is 
decreasing as the varialde part of tho suction velocity increases.
Wo thank the referee for his valuable comments.
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